WHERE WERE YOU IN SEPTEMBER? WHERE ARE YOU TODAY?

September: “I was very unsure of my role with my career and community, post professional registration. I had achieved my goal and wasn’t sure what was next.”
Now: “Through reflection, outreach, conversation, awareness, I have a better identity of who I am, where I want to take my career, and I really feel inspired to make changes to live a more purposeful life.”

September: “I was at the beginning of several journeys - clear eyed, enthusiastic, somewhat naïve about the challenges ahead, but ever optimistic and hopeful.”
Now: “Six months into these journeys, I am much more knowledgeable and informed. I have grown in meaningful ways and am still optimistic, but with a tinge more realism.”

September: “Semi-complacent, grasping for how to develop better skills to lead a team.”
Now: “Understand methods for developing relationships for the future, and an urge to make change in culture for the betterment of all.”

September: “Doubtful; struggling to find a purpose.”
Now: “Re-interested; energized about the future; still struggling to find purpose, but now with more direction and a positive attitude.”

September: “Limited understanding of leadership tools and concepts. Lacked focus in volunteer efforts and work initiatives.”
Now: “Implementing leadership concepts on a weekly basis, at work and at home; still learning.”

September and Now: “The Leadership Institute has provided a focus for understanding a number of things that have happened in my life and career. These six months have deepened my understanding of leadership, culture, authority, purpose, advocacy, and more. Simply put, it is an enriching experience.”